Abstract-The combination of space-time block codes (STBC) and spatial multiplexing (SM) schemes has the advantages of diversity gain and high data rate. For such STBC/SM hybrid systems, we propose a new detector based on the block structure of STBC and the sphere decoder (SD). By employing the SD, optimal detection is performed with computational complexity much less than the brute-force maximum likelihood (ML) search. Simulation results show that the new decoder significantly outperforms the previously developed zero-forcing (ZF) group/STBC detector, the minimum mean square error (MMSE) group/STBC detector, and the MMSE and ML detectors for equivalent SM systems.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The STBC/SM hybrid system consists of a serial/parallel converter, a number of STBC encoders, and a detector. In this paper, we consider the Alamouti 2 × 2 STBC [9] . We assume the number of transmit antennas, N T , is even. The input data stream s 1 s 2 · · · s NT −1 s NT is split into N T /2 groups. Each group is sent into an independent STBC encoder. There are N T /2 STBC encoders, each with two transmit antennas. All the STBC encoded symbols are transmitted simultaneously. For the i-th STBC encoder, the input s 2i s 2i−1 is encoded and transmitted from the two antennas in two time slots. With N R receive antennas at the receiver, the detector provides the estimatesŝ NTŝNT −1 · · ·ŝ 2ŝ1 . The system model is shown in Fig.1 .
The received signal over two time slots is given by y = Hs + n,
where H = [h lm ] is the N R × N T channel matrix with h lm ∼ CN(0, 1) for l = 1, · · · , N R and m = 1, · · · , N T and E{h lm h * l m } = δ l,l δ m,m , s is the N T × 2 matrix after STBC encoding, and n is the N R × 2 matrix of additive white noise CN (0, σ 2 n ) terms. We assume that H is constant over a block of two time slots but changes independently from block to block. The transmit signal matrix s can be written as
where
is the coded block from the i-th STBC encoder. Thus (1) can be written as
where The detectors proposed in [4] consists of two parts. The first part is a group receiver that separates each STBC block from one another. The second part consists of a number of STBC decoders. The new detector we propose here integrates the two parts. The structure of STBC is processed before an SD is used to achieve maximum likelihood detection.
A. MMSE group detector
The MMSE group detector [4] is given by
With the corresponding virtual channel matrix H i , the output of the MMSE group detector is processed by an STBC decoder to obtain the estimation of s 2i−1 and s 2i .
B. ZF group detector
ZF group detectors for (3, 3) and (4, 4) systems are proposed in [10] . Here we propose a ZF group detector for an (8, 8) system. The 8 × 8 channel matrix decomposed into four 4 × 4 matrices is given by
where A 4 , B 4 , C 4 , and D 4 are all 4 × 4 matrices. The ZF group detector at this level is
Thus
and the output of this detector isỹ = W 4 Hs, which can be written as
For (9), the equivalent channel matrix H eq can be written as
where A 2 , B 2 , C 2 , and D 2 are all 2 × 2 matrices. The ZF group detector at this level is
Thus the detection in [10] for a (4,4) system can be followed directly to get the estimation of s 1 , · · · , s 4 . The detection for s 5 , · · · , s 8 is similar. This method can also be extended to any system with the number of antennas being
C. New detector
Unlike the previous detectors that separate the group detector and STBC decoder, our new detector combines the block structure of STBC and the SD. The basic idea of SD is the following: Instead of searching all the signal points, search is limited to only those signal points that lie in a certain hypersphere of radius r around a given point, which reduces the search space and required computations [11] .
Since the s in (1) is an N T × 2 matrix, the SD can not be employed directly with (1) . In fact, (1) can be written as    y 11 y 12 . . . . . .
We may transform (13) as
and
Thus s , the part that contains s, has become a vector in (14), which means the SD can now be applied to obtain the ML estimation of s .
The maximum likelihood detector for (14) is given bỹ
We consider quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) for s . Since a QAM constellation can be decoupled into two real pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) constellations, solving (18) is equivalent to solving
T , and
Eq. (19) can be written as
whereŝ = H † y and R is an upper triangular matrix such that R H R = H H H . Let the entries of R be denoted by r ij , i ≤ j. In this paper we assume N R ≥ N T and the diagonal terms of R are non-zero (r ii = 0). A candidate is inside the hypersphere of radius r when
The initial radius may be chosen according to the noise variance [6] . The initial radius can be increased if it is too small to contain any candidate solution. Since each term in the above equation is nonnegative, a necessary condition for s to lie inside the hypersphere is that r 2 2NT ,2NT s 2NT −ŝ 2NT 2 ≤ r 2 or equivalently
where · denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to its argument. · denotes the largest integer less than or equal to its argument. The same process continues for s 2NT −1 and so on until it reaches s 1 , obtaining a vector point satisfying (21). The radius r is then updated and the search space is limited by the new radius. The above process continues until no further points are found within the hypersphere. This process yields the ML solution. Fig. 3 (16QAM) show the error performance of an uncoded (4,4) STBC/SM hybrid system with two STBC encoders at the transmit side. The performance of a (2, 4) SM system (no STBC encoders) is included, and it has the same date throughput as the (4, 4) STBC/SM system. For 4QAM, the ZF group/STBC detector performs the worst among all detectors. The MMSE group/STBC outperforms the ZF group/STBC by less than 2 dB for most of the SNR range. The new detector outperforms the MMSE group/STBC by more than 5 dB at a bit error rate (BER) of 10 −3 . The MMSE detector for the equivalent SM system performs slightly better than the ZF group/STBC detector. The ML detector for the SM system performs worse than the MMSE/STBC detector in low SNR but outperforms the latter in high SNR. For 16QAM, the performance of the ZF group/STBC detector and the MMSE detector for the SM system is very close. The MMSE group/STBC detector has a 2 dB gain over both of them in low SNR. In high SNR, the performance of the ML detector for the SM system has a more than 1 dB gain over the three. The new detector significantly outperforms the other four by more than 4 dB at the BER of 10 −2 . In high SNR, the MMSE group/STBC detector gains 6 dB over the ZF group/STBC, which has the worst performance among all. The MMSE detector for the SM system outperforms the MMSE group/STBC detector by 3 dB in high SNR. The ML detector for the SM system has a 3 dB gain over the MMSE detector for the same SM system. The new detector Based on empirical simulations, Fig. 5 shows the computational complexity of a (4, 4) STBC/SM hybrid system. All curves are plotted for 4QAM. In low SNR, the new detector has a high computational complexity, but the complexity decreases significantly as the SNR increases. In high SNR, the complexity of the new detector is close to that of the MMSE group/STBC detector, which has a higher complexity than the ZF group/STBC detector. The complexity of both the detectors for the (2, 4) SM system is low as a result of the small number of transmit antennas. The complexity of the naive ML detector for the equivalent SM system is expected to increase exponentially with the increase of the number of transmit antennas. V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we have proposed a new maximum likelihood detector for the STBC/SM hybrid system. The new detector combines the block structure of the STBC encoder and an SD. The computational complexity of the new detector is much less than the brute-force ML search. Simulation results show that the new detector significantly outperforms the ZF group/STBC detector, the MMSE/STBC group detector, and the MMSE and ML detectors for equivalent SM systems.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
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